
Mini Column

Today’s Japan 
 Publishing Companies and the Internet 

A popular town magazine, which once boasted a 
circulation of more than 300,000, has suspended its 
publication from June. It cited as its reason the difficult 
market situation surrounding the information magazine 
sector caused by the emergence of the Internet. The 
news saddened many people who have fond memories of 
having visited restaurants and events in various towns 
with the town magazine in hand. 

In today’s society, it is difficult for information 
magazines and other such publications to survive by 
conventional means. A little while ago, a major 
newspaper company introduced a paid membership 
system to those who wish to read its online newspaper. 
The topic garnered widespread attention, but the 
electronic book sector is also increasing its share in the 
publication market. More and more people are 
purchasing “books” in electronic format and reading 
them on their mobile phone or a dedicated unit. At the 
same time, there are also cases where old publications 
are seeing an unexpected growth in sales in proportion 
to their popularity on the Internet. 

Is the Internet a friend or foe to publishing companies 
and bookstores? The quest for new possibilities has 
begun.

Communicating Feelings in Japanese 
 Expressions of Surprise 

When surprised or startled, people reflexively utter 
expressions of surprise. Some examples in Japanese are 
“Wa!” “Odoroita!” and “Bikkurishita!” Sometimes, people 
are so startled that they are incapable of uttering 
anything. Young people have their own jargon, which 
includes interjections such as “Uso~,” “Eh~?!” “Honto?!”
and “Maji?!”

Throughout Japan, there are many different dialects 
that vividly depict situations of surprise, astonishment, 
wonder, and lament. In the Aomori dialect, the 
expression “waiha” is used in place of “Uso~,” “Eh~?!”
“Honto?!” and in the Kagoshima dialect, “ndamoshitan”
is used in the same manner as “Bikkurishita!”

Standard Japanese is now gradually spreading 
throughout Japan thanks to the development of mass 
media. However, precisely due to the dissemination of 
standard Japanese, there are people who choose to 
travel by local trains instead of express trains, to enjoy 
listening to the sounds of local dialects. 

“Nanchiya? Aitah! Honnagotsu, tamagatta
(=Nandatte? Uwa-! Hontoni, odoroita).” In what region 
do you think these expressions are used? 

In addition to the words and phrases themselves, 
intonation is also an important element in expressions of 
surprise and startlement, and is the reason why dialects 
convey emotions in a very “real” manner. 

By the way, when you are surprised or startled, have 
you ever wondered why you were surprised or startled? 
The reason may perhaps be related to your intercultural 
experience.




